Abstract. The behaviour and smnure of waves launched from a novel double-loop antenna in the SHEILA heliac are presented. Radial wave field and azimuthal phase mewurements are compared with cylindrical helicon wave theory after an appropriate magnetic coordinate transformation. This comparison provides strong evidence for the involvement of helicon waves. Damping of the waves is investigated by comparing measured spatial damping rates with theoretical estimates. Comparison of measured density with predictions from the helicon dispersion relation reveals how geomeiry influences propagation of the waves in SHEILA.
Introduction
Helicon waves are electromagnetic waves which propagate in the lower hybrid frequency range (wd << o << wee, with wce and wci the electron and ion cyclotron frequency, respectively) and lie on the low-frequency whistler region of the fast wave branch of the cold plasma dispersion relation. The term 'helicon' is usually applied to such waves which propagate as modes of a bounded system [I] . Recent interest has arisen in these waves for their ionization capability [I] . Plasma processing reactors [24, electrodeless argon ion lasers [ 5 ] , and a helicon source plasma accelerator [6] are examples of applications in which the waves have been utilized. A recent application of a slightly modified double-loop antenna design (Boswell antenna) [7, 81 to the SHEILA heliac resulted in similar indications of high ionization capability.
The application of helicon wave plasma production to SHEILA presented the interesting question of how the launched waves would behave in a convoluted toroidal geometry. Initial indications already presented [7] were that, after an appropriate coordinate transformation. a low mode number helicon wave was launched in the device. Here we present a detailed analysis of the struture and behaviour of the waves launched from the modified Boswell antenna in SHEILA.
Apparatus and diagnostics
The helical axis stellarator, or heliac, is one of the main types of stellarators being actively studied worldwide at the present time. This design, a descendant of the original 'figure-8' stellarator concept [ I l l , is based upon a helical magnetic axis. The coil configuration consists of a set of solenoidal magnetic field coils whose centres trace out a toroidally closed helix which encircles a central ring conductor. Vertical field coils together with a helical . The average radius of the last closed flux surface is 3.5 cm. The plasma pressures and currents used in this work make negligible changes to these vacuum fields.
Plasma is produced and sustained in these experiments solely by the application of d
power to a modified Boswell antenna. Oscillating fields at (typically) 7 and 28 MHz from an rf power source (3 kW maximum) are available in pulses up to 20 ms during each magnetic field pulse (50 ms). The antenna, approximately 16 cm long, is sketched in figure 3 . It consists essentially of a pair of current loops placed on either side of the outermost closed flux surface in SHEILA, the planes of the loops being both twisted so as to follow the helical axis of the plasma, and curved to conform with its 'bean-shaped' cross section. The double-loop produces an oscillating magnetic field perpendicular to the plasma axis. It is known from previous studies that this arrangement excites helicon waves [ Density measurements are made by a Langmuir probe biasdinto ion saturation. These measurements were calibrated against a 2 mm microwave interferometer for argon plasma. Electron temperature T, is determined from the characteristic curves of a single Langmuir probe obtained by changing the applied bias from shot to shot. Magnetic probes are used to measure the structure and wavelength of waves in SHEILA. The probes are a variation on the basic centre-tapped design, which has good electrostatic rejection [19] [20] [21] . Details of the design and construction of these probes are presented in [ZZ] . Probe access to the plasma in SHEILA is through fourteen 2.5 cm diameter ports and two 12.5 cm ports (one of which is used for the antenna). Figure 4 shows a schematic of the toroidal locations of these ports and also which ports have line-of-sight access to the plasma axis.
Cylindrical helicon wave theory
Helicon waves can be analysed in a cylindrical geometry using the three linearized equations 111 1 aB
where no is the equilibrium density, B o = EO? is the applied magnetic field defined to lie in the z-direction (axial), and B, E and j are the perturbed magnetic field, electric field and current, respectively. The first two equations describe the propagation of an electromagnetic wave, while the last, a simplified form of the generalized Ohm's law, describes the plasma's response to the wave. Simplification of the analysis arises from the helicon wave propagation frequency restriction (w,i << o << me) and the assumptions that the radial pressure gradients are negligible and the plasma resistivity is zero (Ez = 0). Combining these equations leads to the following relation (the form of which is that of waves propagating in a cylindrical waveguide):
Here where kll is the parallel wavenumber and ope is the electron plasma frequency. This can be witten in a form to relate density with applied magnetic field and parallel and perpendicular ( k l ) wavenumbers,
If k l is fixed by boundaly conditions and if kll is measured in the experiment, this equation can infer the optimum density. The radial variations of the magnetic wave field components are obtained from (1)-(3):
where A is an arbitrary amplitude, J, is a Bessel function of the first kind, m is the azimuthal mode number, and (') denotes afar. An example of the radial variation of m = 0 and m = +I modes is shown in figure 5 for the lowest radial mode number.
The boundary conditions existing at r = a define the allowable values of kL. Insulating ( j , ( r = a ) = 0), conducting (E,@ =a) = 0) and vacuum boundary conditions (match fields across the vacuum-plasma boundary r = a ) all give the same result in this simple treatment, a fortuitous result arising from the assumptions made in the analysis. The dispersion relation restricting values of k l is given by ('9 where the boundary occurs at r = a. Note that the rotation of the helicon wave mode structure for m # 0 at a given location over time is determined by the direction of BO and not by the sign of kll. The mode structure for m # 0 then simply rotates to keep m0 + kz constant [I] . A mixture of azimuthal modes can sometimes coexist in a plasma. The measured magnetic wave field would then be a mixture of these components,
If only m = +1 and m = 0 exist then, to first order, the measured azimuthal phase Q would be the real part [23] of This corresponds to the beating of m = +I and m = 0 components. A dominant m = +I mode would then have a sinusoidal variation imposed upon its azimuthal phase variation by a small amount of m = 0 present in the plasma. The helicon wave dispersion relation (equation (6)) can be derived from a more general treatment of waves in a cold plasma. Such a treatment will be used to investigate the behaviour of the wave-plasma system when restrictions and assumptions in the simple cylindrical model are violated. Wave propagation in a cold plasma can be described [24, 25] by the wave equation
where E is the rf electric field and K is the dielectric tensor given by 234 in a Cartesian coordinate system. Here
and U' = (0' + w2.)/wz, B-= wce/w, j3+ = wc f w with w, and wci the electon and ion cyclotron frequency, respectively, and ope and wpi the electon and ion plasma frequency, respectively. It is assumed that the fields vary as exp i(k . T -wt). For a homogeneous plasma, one can rewrite (1 1) using the refractive index n = ck/w where k is the wavevector of the wave
If we define the z-axis to lie along the applied magnetic field BO, the y-axis to point in the BO x k direction and 8 to be ae angle k makes with Bo, then nil = ncos8 and EL = n sin 8. Assuming that rill is fixed for a given set of parameters, one can obtain an equation for n~. by noting that a non-zero solution exists for (14) only when the determinant of the coefficients vanishes. This can be expressed as ~~4 ,
(15) The coefficients of this dispersion relation are [24] A = KJ. A non-zero total E, arises when there is an inbalance of these forces caused by damping.
In this analysis it is assumed that damping occurs predominantly in the direction along BO because of the strong applied magnetic field. The perpendicular inertia and the finite Larmor radius of electrons are therefore ignored. In this situation analysis can concentrate on the equation for j z since the equations for perpendicular motion are not changed.
The introduction of plasma resistivity adds a term to the simplified version of the generalized Ohm's law (equation (3)),
where U is the electron collision rate. Electron inertia has also been included in this equation for comparison with Landau damping analysis. Solving (1) and (2) One then can obtain [I] an estimate of kill to first order in 6, This is an estimate for the damping of helicon waves in a plasma with a net collision frequency U. Note that in this paper 'kll' will denote k,ll. For purely collisional damping U would correspond to electron-ion collisions. It has been found in helicon wave excitation experiments that the damping rate estimated by the above equation can be up to three orders of magnitude below the observed damping rate [18] . it has been shown, however, that Landau damping can produce an additional effective collision rate [l].
Kinetic effects' such as wave-particle interactions can be included in a treatment of helicon wave damping by using the Vlasov equation to solve for j z . Perpendicular inertia and kinetic effects can again be assumed to be negligible because of the strong applied axial magnetic field. Comparing the result of this kinetic treatment with the purely collisional case implies an effective Landau damping collision frequency um [32, 37] where Z is the plasma dispersion function, $ = o/k,uih (the ratio of wave phase velocity to electron thermal velocity urb = J -) and (') denotes differentiation with respect to (. The total 'collision' frequency estimated for helicon wave damping therefore can consist of an electron-ion collision term v i and an effective Landau damping collision frequency
(23)
The Landau damping contribution becomes significant when $ + 1, that is, when the phase velocity of the helicon wave ub slows to become of the same order as the thermal velocity of the electrons~ U*.
Circularized coordinates
The non-circular shape of the cross section of the plasma in SHEILA makes it difficult to compare experimental measurements with theory based on a cylindrical model. One method which has been used successfully in the past to analyse drift waves in SHEILA [33] is to convert experimental measurements to a straight field line magnetic coordinate system (e.g. [34, 35] ) in which the plasma cross section is 'circularized'. This success was possible because of the low shear present in the magnetic structure of SHEILA and provided a starting point for the analysis of the waves launched by the modified Boswell antenna Radial scans measuring across the narrowest cross.section of the bey-shaped plasma in SHEEA are then converted to circularized coordinates by simply mapping the measured radial dimension to the radius of a cylinder which has an area equal to the magnetic surface on which the point lies. In azimuthal scans template measurement points are spaced so that once mapped to circularizes straight field line coordinates the data are spaced equally in azimuthal angle. The variation of average density with applied magnetic field for argon is shown in figure 6 . Shown in figure 7 are corresponding measurements of the radial density profile at different magnetic field values. At low BO plasma density is low and rises slowly with Bo. Radial density profiles are also predominantly flat, implying that power deposition is not very centrally localized. As BO rises a transition occurs when the plasma density rises sharply with increasing magnetic field and the radial density profile becomes more centrally peaked. This sharp increase continues until a second magnetic field value is reached after which the density again increases linearly with BO but with a reduced slope. This transition is similar to the low-to-high plasma density transition with increasing magnetic field seen previously in helicon wave experiments [4, 181 which was associated with a transition from capacitive to inductive power coupling.
The variation of average density with BO for helium is also shown in figure 6 along with sample radial density profiles at different Bo hfigure 7. A similar transition in density and profile occurs as for argon but at a higher magnetic field strength. Note the asymmetry in the radial density profiles for helium in figure 7. This is caused by the perturbative effect of the measurement probe in helium once it passes through the centre of the plasma. This susceptibility will affect interpretation of the helium data.
The parallel wavelength (All) of the waves launched in SHEILA is obtained from the phase difference between signals measured by two toroidally separated magnetic probes oriented perpendicular to Bo. A number of such measurements are taken between ports at toroidal positions q5 = 345", 4 = On, 6 = 15" and 4 = 30". This is the only group of ports which have access to the plasma miis and where each adjacent port is sufficiently close toroidally to alIow the measurement of parallel wavelengths as short as All X 10 cm without aliasing effects.
The variation of the average parallel wavelength Ail with BO in arson is shown in figure 8.
At low magnetic fields where the plasma density is low the wavelength measurement is less precise than at higher magnetic fields. Within the transition region where the density rises sharply with Bo the wavelength is short and therefore the phase velocity of the wave is slow. At magnetic field values where the density is relatively high and increases linearly with BO, All x 55 cm. This value of All along with (6) can be used to infer the variation of density with magnetic field as shown in figure S. A cylindrical plasma of radius a = 3.5 cm is used in the estimate, corresponding to the average radius of the outermost closed flux surface. It is also assumed that only an m = +1 mode is propagating in the plasma. The agreement between the implied and the measured average electron density in argon is quite good when Bo > 800 Gauss. Average density is used for this comparison because the cylindrical theory presented here assumes a uniform radial density profile.
A corresponding measurement of the average dominant parallel wavelength in helium is shown in figure 9 . There is a large ,uncertainty in the measurement of wavelength at lower magnetic fields where plasma,densities are low. At larger BO, where higher densities are obtained, All ss 35 cm. The implied variation of density with magnetic field from (6) is also shown in figure 9 for both an m = +1 and an m = 0 helicon mode (for equal constant All). Although the agreement between the density implied by the helicon dispersion relation and the measured average density is not as good as for argon, the implied density for both m = +1 and m = 0 lies between the average and peak densities. This discrepancy could also be a result of perturbations of the helium plasma by the measurement probes evident in the radial.density profile measurements.
Wave field measurements
Detailed measurement of the rf wave magnetic fields are carried out through a radial port at toroidal position q5 = 0". This port has access across the narrowest cross section in the midplane of the bean-shaped plasma allowing simple mapping of measurements to circularized coordinates. Radial scans are taken by inserting a glass sheath to the required depth in the plasma and then changing the radial position of the magnetic probe within the stationary sheath. For the'measurements presented here the glass sheath is inserted only a short distance beyond the plasma axis to limit the perturbative effects~of the measurement.
Azimuthal scans of Bi using a 2D manipulator are carried out at 4 = 150". B: is measured with a systematic error arising from the inability to perfectly align the magnetic probe coil along the local BO. The deviation, -20", is roughly constant with azimuthal position and should therefore not induce large errors into relative phase measurements. To carry out these measurements the magnetic probe remains at the tip of a glass sheath which is then moved azimuthally around a flux surface through the use of a template. Significant perturbation of the plasma occurs when the probe body intersects the plasma axis. A criterion is used where measurements at which the plasma density is lowered by more than 50% are discarded. This limits useful scans to the outer (poloidal) 180" of the flux surface. values. The radial position r shown is the corresponding circularized coordinate position. Superimposed upon these measurements are the theoretical wave fields (equation (8)) predicted for a cylindrical plasma of radius a = 3.5 cm.
Results from azimuthal scans around the outer 180" of a flux surface are shown adjacent to the radial wave field measurements. Equation 10 is used to calculate the theoretical variation of phase with azimuthal angle using an appropriate mixture of m = +I and m = 0 modes to best fit the theoretical prediction to the experimental data. The same mixture of m = + I and m = 0 modes is used in calculating the theoretical radial wave field structure. For BO = 1400, 1040 (not shown) and 780 Gauss a pure m = +I mode best fits the data. Deviations of the measured radial data from theory are likely to be caused by the non-uniform radial density profile. In support of this, at BO = 780 Gauss the radial density profile is not as strongly peaked and correspondingly there is better agreement between the theoretical radial wave field structure and experimental measurements. At low magnetic fields and low densities a modification of the pure m = +1 mode structure is seen. The small amplitude m = 0 component tends to shift the radial wave field profile origin from that for a pure m = +I mode. The deviation of the measured Bz component amplitude at BO = 450 Gauss from that predicted is not understood, although it is still consistent with E, having a maximum near the origin. In each graph the contribution by an m = + I mode is denoted by C, and the contribution by ,an m = 0 mode is denoted by CO, in per cent. The variation in the contribution of each mode with Bo is shown in figure 12. with BO in argon and helium as determined from radial and azimuthal wave field me3suremenfs.
9.
Wave field measurements in helium good as for argon. This may be related to the greater susceptibility of the helium plasma to perturbation by measurement probes and the radial density profile being more strongly peaked than in argon. It may also be caused by higher-order modes propagating in the plasma. The structure and behaviour of the waves launched in the convoluted magnetic geometry of SHEILA for both argon and helium show that helicon waves propagate in the device.
It is also apparent that helicon waves behave in a predictable manner even in complicated magnetic structures.
Damping measurements
Damping measurements can be compared with theoretical estimates to investigate how energy is transferred from the wave into the plasma. The significance of collisional and Landau damping is assessed by this comparison. Effects of the wave on the electron distribution function have also been investigated through the analysis of Langmuir probe characteristics and this work has been presented in another paper [SI. In the following discussion it will be assumed that the plasma remains purely Maxwellian.
As stated previously, in some experiments 5 6 , 10, 181 the energy transfer from helicon waves into plasma could not be explained by collisional dissipation alone. As has been indicated by Chen [l] , the dissipation of helicon waves can be augmented by Landau Note that 5 -1 at around 800 Gauss, indicating that the wave phase velocity is sufficiently slow that Landau damping may be significant at this magnetic field. The most rapid increase of plasma density with magnetic field (figure 7) occurs at BO % 800 Gauss, indicative of an increase in energy transfer from the wave to the plasma. Moreover, Te would be expected to increase when strong Landau damping occurs because of the enhanced energy transfer to the bulk of the electrons. From figure 14 it can be seen that the maximum bulk temperature is reached at BO % 800 Gauss.
-

To further investigate the possibility of Landau damping, spatial damping is determined by measuring the magnetic wave field amplitude at various toroidal locations. In argon, measurements of BO are taken through radial ports at 4 = 90°, 45", 30", 15", 0" and 345". The spatial damping kill of the wave is determined from the slope of the natural logarithm of the measured amplitude vasus distance from the antenna.. Figure .15 shows the values of kill obtained at various magnetic field strengths. Also plotted in figure 15 is the theoretical estimate of the collisional and total (collisional + Landau) damping from (21) . It can be seen that where 5 -1 (Bo % XOO Gauss) the measured damping rises significantly above the theoretical estimate for collisional damping. Inclusion of Landau damping brings the theoretical prediction into reasonable agreement with the observed damping rate. It should be noted that the error bars in the figure represent the variation of the measured amplitude only, and neglect any other effects such as those due to non-uniform radial density profiles. The theoretical estimates have an uncertainty arising from the measurements of All and Te. These damping estimates also do not,,include the effects of non-Maxwellian features in the electron distribution function [8] on wave dispersion.
The spectra of signals from a Langmuir probe at the plasma axis show no characteristic parametric decay products at any Bo. These measurements were sensitive to features within 50 dB of the driving frequency peak Cyclotron damping of the wave, which occurs when w -!quZ = inw,,, where n # 0 is an integer and U( is the velocity of electrons parallel to Bo, is not significant since w -kllurh % 3 x lo' s-' while U,, = 2.6 x 1010 s-'.
The agreement between theoretical estimates and the measured damping therefore strongly suggests that Landau damping of the wave occurs when BO -800 Gauss.
There is no evidence that parametric decay contributes to damping.
Damping measurements i n helium
Measurements in helium have a larger uncertainty and a lower shot-to-shot reproducibility than those in argon. Figure 16 shows the variation of electron temperature with Bo. It can be seen that the electron bulk temperature Te -18 eV is higher than for argon; however, it is difficult to infer any variation with Bo because of this uncertainty. Figure 16 also shows the variation of $ = u+/uth with BO. Unlike measurements taken in argon, the phase velocity of the wave does not slow significantly at any magnetic field. These results therefore suggest that Maxwellian Landau damping is very weak in helium. Figure 17 shows the measured spatial damping rate in helium. Measurement and analysis of damping in helium is complicated by the mixture of modes present in the plasma. Spatial damping is measured at the same toroidal locations as for argon using different magnetic wave field components. For BO e 1300 Gauss damping is determined from measurement of Bz because at these fields the m = 0 mode is dominant and therefore EL peaks on axis. At Bo =-1300 Gauss the m = +1 mode is dominant; however, a small but significant amount of m = 0 mode is still present. Spatial damping is then determined by measuring E,, since this component peaks on axis for m = +1 and is small for m = 0. It is evident from this figure that theoretical predictions of total (collisional +Landau) damping do not agree with the measured damping rates at high Bo. This may relate to the different degrees of Landau damping experienced by the m = 0 and m = 1 modes [9] .
No evidence of parametric decay is found in the spectrum of signals from a Langmuir probe at the centre of the plasma for helium. Similarly, cyclotron damping should not be significant since w -klluh x 1.4 x IO* s-' while mce = 2.6 x loio s-'. Azimuthal scans taken closer to the antenna suggest that higher-order modes may exist near the antenna since a simple mixture of m = 0 and m = +1 modes does not completely explain the variation of phase with azimuthal position. These higher order azimuthal modes may be related to the discrepancy between the estimated and measured damping rates.
Restrictions on kll
To indicate how plasma production scales to different regimes, the electron density has been measured as a function of applied magnetic field for various frequencies and filling gases at constant (2 kw) rf power. This problem can be highly nonlinear since the rf produces the plasma in which it propagates. Breakdown of the filling gas is a very complicated problem which will not be addressed here, other than to indicate that it probably influences the obtained results. Helicon waves in SHEILA
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The measured toroidal variation of phase indicates that the modified Boswell antenna launches a propagating wave in SHEILA after breakdown of the filling gas and formation of a sufficiently dense plasma. The toroidal periodicity of the plasma may introduce a standingwave component (depending on the attenuation length of the wave), restricting values of All to fractions of the plasma length (Lplasma -128 cm). Furthermore, the antenna-plasma coupling can favour certain values of kll, although All = La,, (Lant m 16 cm is the length of the antenna) should be launched very inefficiently by this antenna design. It is known from magnetized column experiments [I81 that the double-loop antenna design does couple well Figures 18-20 show the variation of average plasma density with BO in argon, neon and helium for various rf frequencies. The filling pressure which produces the highest density is used for each gas (argon: 5 mT, neon: 5 mT, helium: 2 mT). Parallel wavelengths can be inferred from these measurements by comparing the helicon dispersion relation (equation (6)) for an m = +I mode with the measured density at high magnetic fields (figures 8 and 9 show that this method gives an estimate of All). This comparison reveals that, after a low-to-high density transition, All is close to All = Lplasnw/n (n an integer) for all but one of the cases presented in figures 18-20. Unfavourable coupling of the antenna to very long parallel wavelengths and restrictions by boundaty conditions (this point will be elaborated in the next section) are likely causes of the disagreement when f = 3.5 MHz in argon. Small deviations are probably caused by the simplicity of kll restrictions considered and the assumption, that only a single kll propagates in the plasma. It is difficult to determine unambiguously if any restriction is caused by antenna coupling to All CZ 2Laa. SHEILA, these tend to correspond at low frequencies but at higher frequencies there is no clear agreement. A combination of boundary conditions and effects such as the variation of hN wi!h Eo, Landau damping, propagation of multiple modes, available power density in comparison to confinement, and dependence of plasma characteristics on frequency may explain the full behaviour. There is also an indication of intermediate density transitions with increasing 50 in these figures. Such transitions were clearly seen in some linear magnetized column experiments [17, 181 where it was suggested that these transitions comsponded to the excitation of different All. The data presented here are insufficient to draw any conclusions. It should be noted that the linear increase of plasma density with Bo cannot continue indefinitely for a given input power. At some density, radiation and neutral particle losses will dominate improvements in confinement as Bo is increased. Eventually the power required to sustain the increasing plasma density will exceed the power input, probably resulting in a transition to a lower density. Such a transition has been observed [4] in a plasma processing reactor.
Restrictions on kl
A requirement for wave propagation in a bounded plasma is that ! Q must have a value such that the wave fields satisfy boundary conditions. For an m = 0 mode, equation 8 reduces to Helicon waves in SHEILA 249 J1 ( k l a ) = 0, implying that k l a = 3.83. F o r m = +I, kl, has a small effect on the boundary condition, but k l remains near 1 cm-' in SHEILA. Higher-order roots are not considered because they have not been observed in SHEILA and because equation 6 implies that very high densities are required to support such modes.
Ion motion may affect how the wave can satisfy boundary conditions at low frequencies. One criterion for the neglect of ion motion in^ the cylindrical helicon wave analysis is U , / ->> wZH. This does not always hold in the experiments presented here. Ion motion, however, is only a significant influence on waves [I] with kll/kl < (i.e.
propagation almost perpendicular to BO). Since k l l l k l -O(0.I) for helicon waves in SHEILA, helicon wave theory can still apply to the experimental results. In addition to this the helicon dispersion relation is not exact for very small kll, This indicates that ion motion can influence the wave for small kll by modifying the relationship between kl and kll and thereby alter the conditions under which the wave can satisfy boundary conditions. The applicability of the helicon approximation and the departure for small kll are demonstrated in figure 21 . Figure 21 shows the variation of k l with kll at Bo = 1800 Gauss for various ion masses and frequencies. This dispersion relation is calculated for an infinite cold plasma. It will be assumed that plasma boundaries simply restrict the values of k l permissible in figure 21 , from which necessary values of kl, can be inferred. Note the inaccuracy of the helicon 250 approximation at,small kll, especially for lighter gases at low frequencies (e.g. f = 7 MHz, i o = 16 x 1OI2 cm-3 and kll c 0.05 cm-I).
When f = 3.5 MHz only argon can support fast wave propagation with k l -I cm-I.
At this value figure 21 shows that only a wave with a very small k,, can propagate. This qualitatively agrees with the large All indicated from matching the helicon dispersion relation to the measured density (figure IS), and with the absence of low-to-high density transitions in other gases measured at this frequency. For f = 7 MHz, figure 21 shows that ki -1 cm-'
can be obtained in neon and argon. A low-to-high density transition is observed in only these gases with resultant densities indicating an appropriate parallel wavelength (corresponding to kll x 0.1). Low-to-high density transitions are observed in argon, neon, helium and hydrogen when f = 28 MHz (consistent with the condition k~ -1 cm-' being met for all these gases), although the maximum density obtained in hydrogen is quite low (-5 x 10" cm-').
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Influence of power limitations
The plasma density produced at a given frequency is limited by the available power input. The plasma density can therefore vary until either full ionization is achieved or the rate of energy loss from the plasma matches the power input. In addition to this, electron temperature is most likely determined by atomic processes in the parameter regime of the experiments presented here and is therefore dependent on the filling gas. For the purpose of analysis it will be assumed that the highest density achieved in a gas represents a balance between plasma energy loss and power input. Assuming that C does not vary with frequency, this would represent the maximum density attainable for any frequency in a given gas with a given power input. Figure 22 shows the density required to satisfy the condition kL -1 cm-I for a given All. It is evident from this graph that longer All are associated with lower densities and that shorter All can be excited at higher frequencies for a fixed power input. For example, A c 16 c m cannot be launched in argon below 28 MHz since the required plasma density would be too high to be produced by the available power. The density achieved for a given frequency is therefore a compromise between the available power, the requirement that kL -1 cm-', and restrictions on kll. This is demonstrated by the measurements taken in argon (it will be assumed here that All is restricted to the values implied in figures 18-20). The large All required by the condition kL -1 cm-' when f =~3.5 MHz implies low plasma densities (equation (6)). It is not possible to couple to shorter parallel wavelengths at this frequency since the available power cannot produce the necessary density. For f . = 3.5 MHz k l -1 cm-' eventually will not be satisfied for any 111 so the wave will not propagate and plasma densities will be low. Also note that, as discussed earlier, ion mass can influence the wave dispersion. A lighter ion mass would require a higher density to satisfy kL -I cm-' at long All and low frequencies. When f =~ 7, 14 and 18 MHz, the condition kL -1 cm-' can be satisfied at the highest densities produced by the available power. In argon with f = 28 MHz only All 2 32 cm is allowed for the given input power, implying a maximum possible electron density -10 x IOL2 cmw3. The actual measured density is lower, indicating All = 64 cm. If the rf excitation frequency could be raised to f > 28 MHz for the same input power, shorter All could possibly be launched in argon since the plasma density required for propagation could be produced by the available power. with frequency (which would alter the plasma density allowed by power balance at a given frequency) and the neglect of multiple mode propagation may explain these deviations.
Hydrogen in SHEILA
The maximum plasma density obtained with hydrogen in SHEILA is io RZ 5 x 10" cm-3 at BO -1800 Gauss with f = 28 MHz. It would be beneficial to operate at higher densities in hydrogen because of its relevance to fusion research. It is expected that the power limited density of hydrogen (for 2 kW input rfpower) would lie in the range 60 = 1-5 x lo'* where the upper limit is based on results obtained in helium and the lower limit is based on the ratio of densities obtained previously in SHEILA using the standard method of plasma production [E]. In general, the lighter ion mass and lower plasma density would produce a higher fast (helicon) wave cut-off frequency than in argon, requiring higher rf driving frequencies. Figure 23 shows the variation of k~ with kll for an unbounded hydrogen plasma with io = 5 x 10I2 cmw3 at BO = 1800 Gauss for a number of frequencies. As shown in this figure, EO = 5 x 10" cm-3 cannot be produced in hydrogen for f < 28 MHz since there are no suitable values of All for which k~ -1 cm-'. The long parallel wavelength 
Discussion
Agreement between the measured average density and the density implied from the helicon dispersion relation (based on wavelength measurements) was good, especially in the case of argon. This was an initial indication that helicon waves are launched in the SHEILA heliac by the modified Boswell antenna. The approximately linear increase of plasma density with magnetic field (above the low-to-high density transition) was also in agreement with predictions from the helicon dispersion relation.
Detailed measurements of both the radial wave field structure and the azimuthal phase variation of the axial wave field component were compared with theoretical predictions for a helicon wave in a cylindrical plasma. The measurements were mapped to a straight field line, circularized coordinate system to facilitate this comparison. An m = + 1 helicon mode best described the measured data in argon at high magnetic fields. This agreement is good evidence that the modified Boswell antenna can launch a helicon wave in the magnetic geometry of SHEILA. Departures of the data from theoretical predictions were attributed to the neglect of the radial density profile. At low magnetic fields (and low densities) a small m = 0 component was evjdent in argon.
In helium a more complicated mode structure was found. Even at high magnetic fields a mixture of m = +I and m = 0 modes best described the wave field structure. At low magnetic fields. the m = 0 mode dominated. The good agreement between wave measurements (in straight field line, circularized coordinates) and cylindrical theory indicates that the toroidicity, helical curvature and rotational transform in SHEILA did not strongly affect wave propagation, although the periodic nature of the plasma may have constrained k i f . These measurements establish that helicon waves could be launched in SHEILA and that these waves behave in a coherent manner in a convoluted magnetic geometry.
Damping of the waves was investigated by comparing experimentally measured spatial damping rates with theoretical estimates. Damping rates qualitatively agreed with theory for argon (7 MHz) but helium (28 MHz) shows significant disagreement. This disagreement may be caused by the variety of modes existing in the plasma.
Comparison of measured density with predictions from the helicon dispersion relation for a variety~of filling gases and frequencies implied that the plasma periodicity in SHEILA does restrict All to fractions of the plasma length. Evidence was presented that boundary conditions and power limitations can strongly influence the achieved density. It was also shown that the available rf frequencies were too low to produce higher densities in hydrogen. Predictions based on these SHEILA experiments were utilized in applying a modified Boswell antenna to plasma formation in the commissioning phase of the new H-I heliac 
